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Swift. Powerful. Sure.
We know staffing firms like yours are taking on the immense challenge of filling newly available
positions based on the demand placed on the supply chain. We also know that streamlined hiring,
including rapid turnaround background checks, will be vital in meeting this urgent need.

100%

ASURINT IS HERE TO HELP

Instant Clear Coverage

Our Technology
Time is of the essence now more than ever when it comes to performing candidate
and volunteer background checks. Asurint can deliver fast pre-employment
background screening services; up to 27% faster than traditional screening, with
turnaround averaging less than one day for our staffing clients. Our smart
proprietary national technology IQLogics, provides comprehensive, fast and
accurate background screens. We've also developed the ability to instantly clear
many of your candidates or volunteers nationwide!

What’s an Instant Clear?
A “clear” is when a candidate’s background search comes back with no criminal
history. While Asurint is working every day to add more court systems to our
system, we currently offer instant clears in many states and the majority of the
most populous counties in the states to the right!

Our People
When you work with Asurint, you work with a collaborative team that has your best
interest at heart. Our team puts a lot of pressure on itself to complete the most
accurate and compliant searches possible. From the very beginning when you first
contact Asurint, through each background screen and question, we’re here for you
and ready to help.
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INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

Our Process

Staffing		 Healthcare

As a client’s journey moves from sales to onboarding through implementation and
support, we keep asking questions. We start with a deep dive into a business to find
pain points, determine future goals and identify areas where better, more concise
searches can be implemented to improve the overall employee search
process and the business.
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More Industries

BACKGROUND SCREENING SOLUTIONS

Civil Background
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Criminal
Background
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Drug Testing &
Medical Services

Financial
Solutions
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CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS MORE EFFICIENT THAN EVER BEFORE.

IQLogics™ is the industry’s
first search engine.
We’ve made background checks better. Asurint excels

How IQLogics Works

where most background check systems fall short. That’s because
traditional methods often rely on applicants accurately self-reporting
all addresses, then relying on manual methods to search countless
court systems.

By contrast, Asurint uniquely utilizes the power of IQLogics™.
The proprietary algorithm behind IQLogics intelligently recommends
the best background search for every candidate. That means you get
a more cost-effective, comprehensive and time-efficient search.
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Input your unique
search - WHO we
are searching

Jane Appleseed, 123 Apple St.

2

Why you’ll love IQLogics

IQLogics looks for any
additional places of
residence not provided
by candidate.

You’ll uncover accurate results not seen
in traditional searches.
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You’ll achieve faster placement, greater
revenue and better client relationships.

Using a proprietary
algorithm, IQLogics
searches our unique
index of jurisdictions to
determine the best
search to run.

You’ll receive the most complete picture on
every candidate…faster than ever before.

85%
7/10 HR professionals
choose Asurint over
their current provider

Hired!

of U.S. applicants that
could be instantly cleared

To learn more about Asurint Instant Clears and
IQLogics, visit asurint.com or call 800.906.2035
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4
Jane
Appleseed

16%
27%

Results are filtered
through the compliance
engine to meet federal,
state and even local laws
and regulations.

The result:
You get a more complete
picture on every candidate.

more records at no additional cost
than a traditional single county search

AND
faster results than traditional methods

